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There is increasing interest in the role of people in place enhancement. 
Indeed, the benefits of involving local people in the creation of the built 
environment are being increasingly recognised at a global and national 
scale. The UN-Habitat World Cities Report (2016) calls for the greater 
participation of citizens in the development of sustainable, inclusive, 
safe and resilient cities. In the UK, mechanisms to encourage greater 
community and third sector organisation involvement in the planning 
and design of the built environment have been pursued under the 
Localism Act (2010), and promoted through the Farrell Review (2014). 

The result is a shift towards local autonomy and community ownership coupled 
with a scaling back of central responsibility in planning and urban development. 
This places a new level of responsibility on local citizens, however, in many cases, 
groups struggle to access the necessary support to enable control to be picked up 
at a local level.  A community’s ability to exercise control over its built environment 
plays a key role in its capacity to build resilience. Yet equally a developer’s ability to 
effectively engage with communities can determine the response to, delivery and 
success of proposals.  Creative strategies are therefore needed to catalyse urban 
innovation that responds to the needs of diverse stakeholders, adapting to change 
and empowering a sense of collective agency.  One such tool is that of Urban 
Rooms, a place “where people can find out about the history of and future plans for 
their area” (Farrell Review, 2014).

Hence the theme of the Place Alliance’s BIG MEET: Engaging Communities in Place-
Making. The Place Alliance’s BIG MEET 7 took place in April 2017, and explored and 
showcased how creative community engagement and co-production approaches 
can both transform the built environment and strengthen communities. 
Participants from a diverse range of groups met champions from across the UK 
who are involved in innovative practice in community engagement, enabling them 
to share experiences, learn useful techniques and reflect upon their own local 
challenges and opportunities in the light of the case studies presented.

The event was kindly chaired by Carolyn Butterworth (Senior University Teacher 
and Director of Live Works, University of Sheffield) and sponsored by Deborah 
Denner (Frame Projects).
    
Thanks to Claire Buddle for transcribing the event to provide the basis for this 
report.

Place Alliance is a movement for place quality. It is founded on the idea that 
through collaboration and better communication we can establish a culture 
whereby the quality of place becomes an everyday national and local 
priority. Place Alliance is open to all and brings together organisations and 
individuals who share the belief that the quality of our built environment 
has a profound influence on people’s lives.

INTRODUCTION
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Engaging communities in placemaking 

 
The Government’s Housing White Paper made explicit an important association 
that periodically Government’s of all political persuasions come back to: that 
between design quality and the ‘positive’ engagement of communities in the 
development process (note the emphasis on positive).  Thus the White paper 
argues: “Inadequate community involvement can fuel objections, cause delays 
and increase the risk of poor quality outcomes “ and “We [aka the Government] 
want to ensure that communities can influence the design of what gets built in 
their area”.  They conclude that “To really feel involved in the process, we [aka us 
all] need to help local people to describe what good design and local character 
looks like in their view”.   
 
So what do ‘we’ mean by good community involvement?  This was the focus of 
the Place Alliance’s Big Meet 7 recently held at UCL which brought together 
interested parties from across built environment specialisms and beyond to 
debate these issues.   
 
Undeniably there is lots of poor practice out there: the normal tokenistic 
consultations on development projects; public exhibitions that turn out to be 
little more than a sales pitch for an already designed project; “I have a new social 
networking tool and I am not afraid to use it” approaches; and, in some hard to 
develop locations, engagement overkill leading to inevitable fatigue and 
disillusionment.  It is not always easy to get it right, and takes considerable time, 
resources and commitment to do so. 
 
Urban Rooms 
Discussion at Big Meet 7 began with Carolyn Butterworth, chair of the 
proceedings, arguing that token engagement will rarely get communities on side.  
Consequently, if we are serious about better involving communities in decisions 
relating to the built environment, we need to move beyond our normal practices 
to more fundamental, active and sustained forms of participation.  Fortunately, 
whilst local authorities are increasingly strapped for cash and are finding it 
difficult to take the lead, others, including our universities, have been stepping 
into the gap and are attempting to transform the quality of participation in the 
process.  In Sheffield, for example, Live Works (which Carolyn leads) is one of a 
new breed of urban rooms that have been springing up around the country, in 
this case at the instigation of the University of Sheffield (see http://live-works.org). 
 

ENGAGING COMMUNITIES IN PLACE-MAKING 
Urban Design Matter Blog, by Matthew Carmona
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Live Works, Sheffield 

 
The term Urban Room was coined by the Farrell Review, as a collective label for 
spaces such as The Lighthouse in Glasgow, the NLA in London, and the 
Architecture Centre in Bristol, where a town of city’s inhabitants can come 
together to debate the future of their urban area.  Around twenty urban rooms, 
both permanent and temporary, are now coordinated through the auspices of 
the Place Alliance Urban Rooms Network (see: 
http://placealliance.org.uk/working-groups/urban-rooms/) which has argued 
that: 
 

Every town and city should have a physical space where people can 
go to understand, debate and get involved in the past, present and 
future of where they live, work and play.  The purpose of these Urban 
Rooms is to foster meaningful connections between people and 
place, using creative methods of engagement to encourage active 
participation in the future of our buildings, streets and 
neighbourhoods. 
 

Creative engagement 
Of course Urban Rooms are just one means to engage people in shaping the 
built environment, and Sophia de Sousa, drawing on the diverse work of her 
charity, The Glass-House Community Led Design (see: 
http://www.theglasshouse.org.uk), argued that it is not all about getting things 
built either; there is also great value in using engagement processes to empower 
communities.  This can vary from community-led design (led by the community 
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themselves), to participatory design (led by a project promoter), to collaborative 
placemaking (which mobilises collective interests, assets and creativity), to what 
Sophia describes as “casual moments of interaction” through an organised event 
or temporary use of a space focussed on building social networks and raising 
capacity in a particular community.  All of this aims to give communities ‘agency’ 
(or the confidence) to actively participate in shaping places, not least in relation 
to the sorts of small scale incremental changes that happen all localities every 
day. 
 
Agency at work 
A great example of such agency is the work of STAMP or the Shad Thames Area 
Management Partnership (see: http://www.loveshadthames.org).  Begun in 2013 
and led since then by Janet Morris, STAMP represents an area too small to have 
a neighbourhood plan, yet with a very distinct character and identity of its own 
and a redoubtable champion in the form of Janet.  For her, the group was a 
positive means of bringing people together in a proactive and inclusive manner, 
not as a means to resist things but instead to represent a community voice in a 
part of London that has great historical value, but also faces significant pressure 
for change.  The group quickly found that to be taken seriously by the local 
borough (Southwark) they needed a management plan and constitution (“the 
boring housekeeping”), but with those in place they have been able to engage 
with the powers that be (including local businesses) on everything from the 
Southwark plan to problems of dog poo on the streets!  While reliant on 
volunteers rather than professionals, the group begin with one huge advantage, 
confidence in their own local knowledge and a willingness to simply get on and 
get things done, rather than waiting to be invited to do so.  For Janet “Moaning 
is not a constructive way of resolving problems”, engagement is. 
 

 
Shad Thames, an area of distinct character 
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Engaging through arts and culture 
The power of the motivated, determined individual was a theme of the 
discussions, and in the area of community engagement this seems to be a key 
feature.  Lewis Biggs and Diane Dever certainly showed this in relation to their 
key roles in the Folkestone Triennial and related Folkestone Fringe, both of 
which utilise art and culture to (re)engage people in the town (see: 
http://www.folkestonetriennial.org.uk & http://www.folkestonefringe.com).  This 
emphasis was instigated by the sizable entrepreneurial / philanthropic 
investments of Roger De Haan in Folkestone following the closure of its cross-
channel ferry service in 2000 which impacted further on the declining local 
economy.  Whilst at first these strategies, based on the arts, were not well 
understood amongst the economically challenged working class communities of 
Folkestone, the regeneration of 90 buildings for creative activities, the location of 
artistic interventions across the town every three years for the Triennial, and the 
opening up of areas that were previously off limits to the community (e.g. the 
Harbour Arm) have all helped to turn perceptions around.  As part of this, the 
location of a temporary urban room in shipping containers during the Folkestone 
Fringe has helped to inspire conversations about the future of Folkestone and 
has actively and positively engaged the community in the old town once again. 
 
Back to the future  
In Blackburn, a similarly challenging post-industrial context and the hollowing out 
of local authority funding, led Claire Tymon (on behalf of Blackburn with Darwen 
Borough Council) to apply and secure £80,000 of Arts Council funding to launch 
Blackburn is Open.  Blackburn is Open is an urban room (this time in a vacant 
shop) from where Claire has directed over a three year period an impressive 
series of creative engagement exercises (see: https://blackburnisopen.co.uk) 
aimed as getting people (and investors) interested, once again, in the town.  A 
feature of the initiative has been the continual testing of ideas and trying out 
different ways of engaging the local population in the knowledge that not all will 
work, but that some ideas will stick.   Key amongst these, and the biggest legacy 
of the project, has been the development of Blackburn as a centre for making 
with the establishment in 2016 of a permanent Fab Lab – The Making Rooms – in 
the town centre.  This is being followed in 2017 by the launch of the first ever 
National Festival of Making, further imprinting a new identity for the town; one 
that references positively back to the town’s industrial past.   
 
Key lessons from the Blackburn experience include:  
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o Involving students wherever possible to inject energy and enthusiasm (and 

graphic acumen) 
o Identifying a champion at a senior level within the local authority to ensure 

commitment to the process and any outcomes 
o Engaging a high profile mentor (in Blackburn this was Wayne 

Hemmingway) in order to provide support and add gravitas to the 
initiative 

o Being the conduit and enabler for other peoples’ ideas, rather than trying 
to deliver everything yourself 

o Drawing up a succession plan early on in the process with a focus on long-
term impact once the funding runs out. 

 
Thinking differently 
In our age of austerity, and as the examples suggest, local authorities are 
increasingly looking to others to deliver on the engagement agenda.  This, 
arguably, opens up opportunities for more innovative processes of engagement 
delivered by a wider range of actors, including the community themselves, and 
to a wider range of funding sources.  Crowd funding, for example, whilst unlikely 
to fund large scale physical projects, can help to fund the processes of 
engagement that in turn make the case for the larger investment, as happened 
with the Peckham Coal line, see: http://peckhamcoalline.strikingly.com. 
 

  
The Peckham Coal Line 
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Ultimately those involved will need to think about what is the right tool for the 
job; and that will depend, in part, on what the aspirations are.  As an ideal, Urban 
Rooms can provide a permanent venue for on-going engagement in a town or 
city and a locus for many forms of creative engagement.  Equally, as was the case 
in Folkestone and Blackburn, such spaces can be temporary, designed to help 
kick off a larger initiative or project.  Suggestions at Big Meet 7 ranged from pop 
up spaces that could fit in a van and move from place to place to turning a whole 
street into a temporary urban room.    
 
Whichever approach is chosen, at the heart of all such initiatives is always (it 
seems) a creative individual or small group who provides the energy and drive to 
excite others and ultimately make things happen.  The Carolyns, Sophias, Janets, 
Dianes, Lewis’, Rogers, and Claires, of this world.  We are indebted to them.  
 
Prof. Matthew Carmona 
Chair, Place Alliance 
https://matthew-carmona.com  
 
May 2017 
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BIG MEET 5 OUTCOMES 

1. BEING BESPOKE   
There is not standard method for engaging communities, 
either from the outset or on an ongoing basis: initiatives must 
be tailored to meet the local situation. 
   

2. EXPERIMENT TO EXPERIENCE   
There is no fixed form of perfect participation. Experimentation 
and experience (either from within an area or elsewhere) is key 
to community engagement success.

3. COMMON COMPONENTS
All community engagement methods, especially Urban Rooms, 
should be locally relevant, robust and resilient.

4. PROFESSIONALISM PROJECTS
High quality presentation and approach demands respect.  
It is crucial that community engagement is undertaken to a 
good standard so as to be taken seriously and build confidence 
(equally it must not alienate).

5: CREATING CONFIDENCE
If stakeholders believe community engagement is credible, 
they will constructively participate.  If activities are seen as ‘tick 
box’, non-constructive or uninfluential, they will not.

6. FREEDOM OR FOCUS
By gaining legitimacy, communities may perceive engagement 
opportunities as having the potential to resolve all issues; this 
may not be the case as organisations need to focus to retain 
legitimacy. 

7. ALL KNOWLEDGE HAS VALUE
There is a strong, influential connection between professional 
and local information sources, which must be combined to 
secure positive results.

As a result of BIG MEET 7 presentations and discussions, involving over 150 participants, 13 key conclusions were 
reached:
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8: COMPLETE COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
It is not just those who live in an area that should influence it; 
consideration also needs to be given to all those associated 
with it. 

    
9: SHARE TO CARE
Effective participation enables all those involved to share 
their skills, resources and knowledge create better urban 
environments.

10. BELITTLING BIAS
All stakeholders must have an equal voice, but this can only be 
used by those who choose to engage.

11. EDUCATION ACCELERATES
Place-making was traditionally considered the domain of 
urban designers.  However case studies have demonstrated 
communities bring their own experiences; they may just need 
assistance (for example informal, collaborative training) to 
translate ideas into solutions.

12. YOUTH ARE THE TRUTH
Whilst it is essential to engage all demographic cohorts, the 
potential of youth groups must not be underestimated.  The 
young are the active citizens and professionals of the future 
and if we can secure a culture change in the importance of 
school-based built environment education, we should deliver 
much more successful place-making in the future.

13. STUDENT SUPPORT
Students can play a key role, not only in community 
engagement facilitation, generating ideas and translating 
experiences, but also supporting place-making delivery. 
Involving them not only promotes community outcomes but 
also those of the students.
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THE URBAN ROOMS NETWORKS AND LIVE WORKS
By Carolyn Butterworth, Senior University Teacher And Director Of Live Works, 
University Of Sheffield

Carolyn began by explaining that the University’s 
strong desire to get students involved with citizens has 
led to the creation, in 2015, of Live Works, an Urban 
Room in central Sheffield.  

The nature of engagement promoted by Live Works 
places a greater emphasis on the role of the citizen.  
This is crucial, the UN-Habitat World Cities Report 
estimates that by 2050, 70% of the world’s population 
will live in urban areas and thus is it important that 
not only are places well designed, but also that 
communities are fully engaged in their creation.

In the UK the ‘duty to involve’ (2008) and the Localism 
Act (2010), place local citizens at the heart of decision 
making, reflecting the government’s desire to scale 
back central responsibility and embrace community 
decision making (for example in the form of Right to Bid 
and Neighbourhood Plans). However Carolyn believed 
this creates a political expectation that communities 
will get involved and places increased responsibility on 
local groups who, contradictorily are finding it harder 
to access resources and expertise due to public finance 
cuts.

Carolyn then made reference to Arnstein’s Ladder of 
Participation (1969), see right, which explains different 
types of participation and their impact.  

The most successful participation occurred where 
people came together and networked to create a co-
production. Carolyn referred to work by Ezio Manzini, 
DESIS (Design for Social Innovation and 
Sustainability) in which he states:

“We should look at the whole of society as a huge 
laboratory of socio-technical experimentation, 
which in turn calls for producing and spreading 
design knowledge able to empower individuals, 
communities, institutions, and companies in 
inventing and enhancing original ways of being and 
doing things.”
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The Farrell Review (see below) strongly advocates 
the use of the Urban Room model as a community 
space where everyone can come to “… find out about 
the history of and future plans for their area”  (Farrell 
Review, 2014).

Carolyn suggested that varying contexts necessitate 
every Urban Room to follow a different, locally 
relevant format, albeit their main purpose is to foster 
meaningful connections between people and place, 
using creative methods of engagement to encourage 
more active participation in the future of our buildings, 
streets and neighbourhoods.  She also advocated the 
need for a physical space, albeit an Urban Room could 
have a digital component.

Urban Rooms must, Carolyn argued, be adaptable if 
they were to meet emerging local needs and whilst 
there is no fixed format, they can be guided by the 
range of available toolkits.  The key was to ensure Urban 
Rooms were creative: they should search and enquire, 
rather than lead.  Urban Rooms must also embrace 

active involvement and reject tokenistic consultation.

Carolyn described Sheffield Live Works as a city 
centre space, conveniently located opposite the 
council buildings (thus making it easier to get council 
officers involved).  The space is not only used for civic 
engagement, but also teaching and research projects.  
Furthermore the space has a café to attract people in.  

Live Works’ offer has also been expanded through the 
use of a ’Pavilion of Participation’, a mobile unit which 
can travel wherever it is needed to undertake outreach 
style engagement.

In conclusion, Carolyn urged:

•    Urban Rooms Network membership (https://
urbanroomsnetwork.wordpress.com/).

•     Urban Rooms to be locally relevant, robust 
and resilient.

•    The sharing of skills, resources and knowledge.
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THE CASE STUDIES IN PLACE-BASED CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT

Sophia offered an insight into the work of The Glass-
House (http://www.theglasshouse.org.uk/), a charity 
which operates nationwide and aims to connect people 
with design and design with people.

In her presentation she advocated that consultation 
in the design process should not be perceived as a 
means of getting something built, but rather a tool for 
empowerment and building social capital. Participation 
invites a spectrum of people whilst collaboration and 
co-design enriches the design process.

Sophia believes place is a sum of parts and actions and 
people adapt their behaviour to places. Place-making 
is a process of projecting importance into a place in 
permanent and temporary ways, inviting inclusion, 
opportunities and, ultimately, delight. Place-making 
can therefore work at different scales (large scale 
interventions and organic processes) and how these 
come together, combined with added complexities 
(such as use, ownership and agency), determines its 
success.

She highlighted that a community is not limited to 
those who live in an area, but also those who work 
there (e.g. carers, users, connected bodies, neighbours 
and so forth).  By meeting the needs of different groups, 
Sophia argued, a space really can become a place.  
Two case studies (Age UK, Enfield and Israac Somali 
Community & Cultural Association, Sheffield) were used 
by Sophia to emphasise this point.

Design and place-making is also about values. For 
example a consultation event in Bow, London,  
highlights that it is not necessarily physical 
characteristics but also values that contribute to place-
making. These value can be translated into the built 
environment, for example the creation of places for 
casual interaction. The Glass-House have worked to 
translate these concepts into physical solutions, with 
the use of ‘Magic Boxes’ (a box containing a variety of 
items including art materials) and community kitchens.

Place-making can also engender ambition. Sophia 
highlighted a recent youth participation project in 
White City Green which was funded by Berkeley St 
James. The project improved local school children’s 
knowledge of the built environment, understanding 
of new developments that would be occurring in their 
area and introduced them to life skills that would 
help them be involved in a professional manner. 
The key outcome was empowerment as the project 
raised aspirations and a sense of opportunity. She also 
made reference to St Neots Doorstep Green project in 
Cornwall (see photo below), wherein local residents 
wanted but could not afford, a community space.  By 
working together as a community and utilising the 
skills therein, the community created a space and are 
now able to successfully maintain it.

Sophia’s principal message was that we should 
learn from all community engagement projects 
and start approaching things differently: 
“experimentation is good”, she urged.

By Sophia de Sousa, Chief Executive, The Glass House Community-Led Design
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STAMP
By Janet Morris, Chair, Shad Thames Area Management Partnership (‘STAMP’)

By way of background, Janet described Shad Thames as 
an area close to Tower Bridge in London, wherein initial 
regeneration schemes in the 1980s/1990s revolved 
around mixed commercial and residential use.  The 
use balance has subsequently altered resulting in a 
highly desirable, dense residential area with a modest 
business community.  In 2003, Shad Thames was 
designated as a Conservation Area, but the associated 
Conservation Area Management Plan did not come 
to fruition and thus in 2013 discussions were initiated 
about managing the area.

Local ward councillors, Southwark Council’s Head 
of Design and Conservation and a few residents, 
collaborated to devise a Conservation Area 
Management Plan.  The plan was subject to limitations 
but its instigation created legitimacy and a catalyst for 
engagement through STAMP (which began operating 
in October 2014).   

Janet described the origins of STAMP (http://www.
loveshadthames.org/) as a “search for a new way 
of doing things”, based entirely on community, not 
professional, leadership.  Janet explained that whilst 
STAMP initially focussed on smaller scale urban design 
and quality of life issues, its focus has subsequently 
extended to more fundamental issues, such as Council 
transparency, democratic accountability for built 
environment decisions and ensuring the Management 
Plan gets taken seriously.

Janet explained that in terms of its operation, STAMP is 
the stakeholder group through which the Management 
Plan is implemented.  All stakeholders (local residents, 
local businesses and Southwark Council) collaborate 
on an informal and voluntary basis, motivated by a 
passionate belief in place-shaping by the people who 
work and live in Shad Thames.

STAMP’s bespoke nature means that it can bring 
challenges when dealing with external parties: 

STAMP is not a: Because: But it does:
Residents’ Forum These traditionally focus on 

single issues, for example 
objecting to extend licensing 
hours.

Create links between residents, 
businesses and Southwark Council to 
focus positively on shared interests.

Neighbourhood Forum The area is small and only limited 
new development is possible, so 
such a complex structure seems 
unnecessary.

Find ways to get comparable benefits, for 
example a voice in planning matters, and 
influencing community CIL allocations.

Business Improvement 
District

The nature of businesses in the 
small area does not warrant one.

Try to do some of the useful things 
that BIDs do, for example STAMP are 
currently working with traffic consultants 
on a TfL/ Southwark funded traffic 
management study and work closely 
with neighbouring BIDs.

Urban Room They do not operate from a fixed 
space.  

Share the Urban Room mission of help-
ing people “to understand, debate and 
get involved in the past, present and 
future of where they live, work and play”.
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Janet then progressed the arguments for STAMP’s 
operational success, namely:

•   Providing an equal voice for all stakeholders who 
choose to engage.

•   Creating a positive, constructive forum for problem-
solving.

•   Proactively seeking partnerships to constructively 
engage on shared priorities, for example on culture, 
heritage, public realm and air quality.

•   Acting as “guardians” of the Conservation Area 
Management Plan.

•   Creating confidence in the value of local knowledge 
and of a mature, constructive approach (creating an 
expectation of being treated as an equal partner). 

Janet’s principal STAMP experience is that there is no 
standard way to engage communities in place making.  
She then went on to explain her other key experiences 
which could assist others involved in community 
engagement, namely:

•   Stakeholders, such as developers and councils, do 
recognise the benefits of well-organised community 
engagement forums (for example STAMP was 
able to negotiate and implement a Construction 
Management Plan and a best practice business 
template), but equally the community itself can 
secure benefits.  In STAMP’s case this has included 
discussions on public realm, air quality and 
community facilities.

•   “Top-down”, “tick box” engagement fails to create local 
stakeholder goodwill, trust and empowerment.  

•   A strong organisation can celebrate and ring 
together the community, fronting free, inclusive and 
welcoming events.  

Moving forward, Janet explained the various challenges 
faced by STAMP, and potentially other similar 
organisations, as follows:

•   Sustainability: STAMP is very dependent on a small 
number of individuals to drive things forward; as 
such structures must be established that transcend 
individuals.  

•   Vision: most active participants focus on a few specific 
issues that are most important to them, yet value 
comes from looking strategically and at the bigger 
picture.  

•   Resources: volunteers’ time can be relied upon to a 
point, but paid-for capacity-building professional 
expertise will be needed at some stage.

•   Focus: community engagement organisations need to 
keep a clear focus on their wider purpose.  

With reference to the 2016 UN-Habitat World Cities 
report, Janet’s presentation clearly illustrated:  

“STAMP is a strategic, long-term project aiming 
to involve all local stakeholders in protecting, 
enhancing and celebrating the Shad Thames 
area.  And we are aiming to do this in ways that 
are sustainable, inclusive, and safe and that 
benefit us all”.

Shad Thames Tales, part of London Festival of 
Architecture, June 2017
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THE FOLKESTONE’S URBAN ROOM
By Diane Dever and Lewis Biggs, Directors, Folkestone Fringe & Curator of Folkestone Triennial

Diane and Lewis began by explaining the events that 
led to Folkestone’s decline (namely a bypass, 1994, and 
the cessation of ferry services, 2004), and the important 
regeneration vision Roger De Hann (a local business 
man) has brought to the town.

De Hann established a creative foundation for the town 
in 2004, with the primary objective of inducing place-
making.  Subsequently a creative quarter, aimed at 
imagining and inspiring, was established from which 
the Folkestone Triannual Festival runs.  

Further art-led place-making has been introduced in 
the form of a sculpture project wherein site specific 
commissions have been undertaken.  Such works have 
acted as a catalyst for discussions on how areas of the 
town could be used and developed.  For example the 
2012 Folkestone Bridge Pavilion project was delivered 
which encouraged people to think about an area’s 
potential.  Furthermore, carefully considered art has 
helped connect those who have always lived in the 
town with its changing purpose and appearance.

Moving forward, it is hoped this year will see the 
creation of an Urban Room in Folkestone.  Not only will 
engagement be taken in situ, but through local walks 
to encourage communities to understand and develop 
aspirations for their area. It is hoped the project will 
prevent new schisms forming, allowing communities to 
collectively plan.  This work is supported by the Urban 
Sounds project which will connect communities with 
councillors to build networks and ensure everyone has 
a voice.

One principal lesson from Folkestone is the need to 
invest in education, as well as the economy and place-
making.  Diane and Lewis asserted “It is the density of 
thinking that makes a place”.

http://folkestonefringe.com/ 
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BLACKBURN IS OPEN
By Claire Tymon, Director, Placeshakers

Claire has been employed by Blackburn and Darwen 
Council as a cultural planner since 2012 and has a 
background in regeneration.  

Her first project was the conversion of a town centre 
church into an arts centre.  However, the concept was 
not founded on an identified need.  Claire undertook 
research into the wider town centre and night time 
economy and found that the need for regeneration 
could not be met through the provision of an arts 
centre alone.  

In December 2012, Claire secured Arts Council funding 
and launched the ‘Blackburn is Open’ initiative.

Blackburn’s unique demographic composition (for 
example high manufacturing employment and BME 
contingent) meant it was essential to create an inclusive 
vision and identity for the town (individual projects, 
such as the Fab Lab, were not targeted specifically at 
one group).  Working with the local authority, a 12 point 
plan was devised for the town centre and, associated 
with this, a manifesto launched. 

Through action-led and desk-based research 
(scrutinising proposals’ sustainability), pop up activities 
were organised, not just for the creative community 
(albeit they provided a catalyst).  

By facilitating people’s ideas and collaborative working, 
the community got behind the proposals, showing that 
hard work and communities (not just those who live in 
an area) can deliver sustainable change.   The University 
of Sheffield has also played a key part, as students have 
worked to introduce new concepts and translate ideas.

High quality has been key to the project’ success and 
Claire used the shopfront component of the plan as 
an example.  Furthermore a high quality magazine 
has been distributed amongst nearby conurbations to 
showcase the existing ‘Blackburn is Open’ and emerging 
‘National Festival of Making’ initiatives (raising the 
town’s profile in this way has boosted its economic 
activity).

The work attracted further support: Wayne 
Hemmingway wanted to give something back to 
Blackburn.  Claire stated: having a local champion with 
a national profile has certainly assisted project delivery 
and has provided a mentor for Claire.

Using the Urban Room concept, Claire has initiated 
‘Hidden Blackburn’: a project collating spaces, stories 
and archives. Furthermore 3 pop up Urban Room 
programmes have been delivered and it is hoped more 
will take place in the future.

https://blackburnisopen.co.uk/
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The presentation began with a pertinent quote from 
Jane Jacobs:

“Cities have the capability of providing something 
for everybody, only because, and only when, they are 
created by everybody.”

Jacobs’ view reflected the Generation Place’s belief 
that everyone needs to be involved in place-making, 
not least the young.  Greater engagement provided an 
opportunity to create a culture change in place-making.  
However it was simply not enough to get people 
together, but crucially a culture change was needed 
regarding involvement and expectation and hence the 
focus on young people who, through empowerment, 
inspiration and increased confidence, would become 
future professionals and active citizens.

Harrison and Percival argued that they key to achieving 
this aim was to make learning about the built 
environment as commonplace as cultural education in 
schools.  Schools are an accessible entry point for such 
learning as they are open to all.

Finally, all attendees were urged to complete the 
Generation Place survey which aims to establish 
and build upon existing built environment education 
practices:

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/PlaceAlli-
ance__EducaionPlaceSurvey 

also available on the Place Alliance Education & 
Place Working Group webpage

Generation Place: http://generationplace.org.uk/
22 Sheds: https://www.22sheds.com/who-we-are

EDUCATION AND PLACE WORKING GROUP: GENERATION PLACE
By Amy Harrison, Head of Learning & Participation, The Architecture Centre; Kate Percival, Founding 
Director, 22 Sheds 
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One delegate queried how the local authorities’ approach to community engagement influenced the 
various projects.

•   Claire replied that in her case the council’s chief executive had been very supportive and understood her 
ambition for the town.  However when they left the council, it meant that a big advocate of the initiatives had 
gone.  Claire then had to work on other leaders until they became advocates as having senior level support is 
essential.

•   Janet stated that she had a slightly different experience whereby STAMP has had to fight for equal 
representation.  It really was a case of selling what the group could do for others.  Success was dependent on 
individuals in a local authority and, as with Claire, consideration must be given to what happens when they leave.

•   Sophia emphasised the need to understand that local authorities are resource challenged.  Community 
engagement must be seen as an opportunity to bring communities together to deliver change.  There is an 
opportunity to embed the collaborative approach within local authorities.

•   Diane accepted that it was hard for local authorities to engage but it is possible to collaborate.  Art connects to 
emotions and once people experience that it creates trust and commonality.

•   Carolyn commented that the engagement situation is changing rapidly with regards the relationship between 
councils and stakeholders.  The university is increasingly being asked to complete work which the councils do not 
have the skills or resources to undertake.  In Sheffield community engagement has transformed thinking, with 
community groups being engaged, not simply seeking to bridge a gap.

A delegate requested reflection upon cultural strategy development.  Where the delegate lived had 
good cultural activity at grassroots level but they felt it was not being strategised.

•   Sophia argued the key to promoting cultural strategy was for communities to mobilise their own assets.  She 
used a case study in Wiltshire wherein army wives had initiated a play space delivery project and the collaborated 
with the council and army to deliver it.

•   Diane commented that her local authority had no cultural strategy, yet those in the arts embrace engagement 
and thus work was being undertaken.

•   Claire’s manifesto was, she confirmed, deliberately made to be strategic yet accessible and easy to digest.

A local authority representative questioned what councils could bring to build fruitful community 
relationships: he believed it was equality and parity.

•   Janet commented that local authorities must be willing to engage using different models that allow 
communities to help councils.  Local authorities are subject to resource shortages and thus any engagement has 
to be constructive and collaborative.   Officers are good but it has to be understood that locals have first-hand 
knowledge of an area.  Once good relationships are built, the possibilities are endless.

•   Sophia requested that local authorities be able to think outside the box.  She referenced the Alder Hey Hospital, 
Liverpool where innovative place-making occurred.  To do achieve similar results, local authorities have to be 
willing to manipulate the currently restrictive system to take risks and experiment.

•   Claire argued that local authorities are enablers and can also be advocates of best practice.  Councils can push for 
the best quality of delivery and can bring professional expertise and knowledge.

BIG MEET 7: DISCUSSION
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CLOSING SUMMARY

Place Alliance must now progress the ideas and discussions communicated dur-
ing BIG MEET 7.

It is, however, evident that there is a growing recognition of the positive impact 
true stakeholder engagement can have on urban design and community out-
comes, whether this be founded on publications or on the ground projects.  This 
is none more so evidenced by the Urban Room movement which is proving very 
successful in engendering inclusive participation and engagement

There was excitement about the potential that stakeholder engagement can offer 
to urban design and community outcomes.  By being involved in Big Meet 7, it is 
hoped participants, will now feel empowered to return to their communities and 
deliver inspired, effective, inclusive and high quality community engagement in 
place-making.  As Jane Jacobs wrote:  

“Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only because, 
and only when, they are created by everybody.”
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10.00 Registration & Coffee

10.30  Welcome from Place Alliance 
Prof Matthew Carmona, Chair, Place Alliance

  
Morning Session 

10.40  Introduction: The Urban Rooms Network and Live Works 
Chair: Carolyn Butterworth, Senior University Teacher and Director of Live Works, University of Sheffield

10.50  Presentations of best practice case-studies in place-based creative engagement:      
                

• The Glass-House Community Led Design
Sophia de Sousa, Chief Executive 

• STAMP
Janet Morris, Chair of Shad Thames Area Management Partnership

• Folkestone’s Urban Room
Diane Dever & Lewis Biggs - Directors Folkestone Fringe & Curator of Folkestone Triennial

• Blackburn is Open
Claire Tymon - Director at Placeshakers

• Participatory City
Tessy Britton - Director Participatory City

12.00  Q&A 

12.20 - Summary of the morning and Urban Room Fair introductions 

13.00 - Buffet Lunch and Urban Room Fair

• Cheltenham Borough Council
• Hereford Civic Society
• Bristol Architecture Centre
• Coventry Urban Room
• Church Street Ward Neighbourhood Forum
• Spacehive

Community-led housing with London Community 
Neighbourhood Co-operative, The Glass-House Shad Thames Community event, STAMP

AGENDA
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Afternoon Session 

14.00 - Launch of Education and Place Working Group/Generation Place      
Amy Harrison, Head of Learning & Participation at The Architecture Centre - Kate Percival, Founding 
Director of 22 Sheds 

14.15 - Urban Room / Community Engagement Workshop 
Inspired by the morning presentations and want to plan your own community engagement project 
or Urban Room? The round table workshop will provide you with ideas, tools and tips on setting up 
and delivering best practice community engagement activities in place-making and regeneration. The 
workshop will finish with an opportunity to share outcomes and give feedback.

15.30 – Next steps for the Urban Room Network: Closing remarks
Prof Matthew Carmona, Chair, Place Alliance

16.00 - Urban Room Fair and Networking   

16.30 - Close

Hackney Wick , Participatory City Spaceshaper 9-14, Generation Place

Folkestone Fringe Hub, Falkestone Fringe Urban Room Blackburn, Blackburn is Open
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Prof Matthew Carmona, Chair, Place Alliance
Professor of Planning & Urban Design at UCL’s Bartlett School of Planning

Matthew’s research has focused on urban design, processes of design governance and on 
the design and management of public space.  Matthew was educated at the University of 
Nottingham and is a chartered architect and planner.  He chairs the Place Alliance which 
brings together organisations and individuals who share a belief that the quality of the built 
environment has a profound influence on people’s lives.  

Matthew was Specialist Advisor to the House of Lords Select Committee on National Policy for the Built 
Environment and in 2015 won the RTPI Academic Award for Research Excellence.
https://matthew-carmona.com/

Carolyn Butterworth
Senior University Teacher and Director of Live Works, University of Sheffield School of 
Architecture

Carolyn is Director of ‘Live Works’, the University’s ‘Urban Room’ in Sheffield city centre. Live 
Works engages local people, students and academics in debate, design and research of the 
past, present and future of the city, and supports community-led regeneration of the city’s 
buildings, streets and neighbourhoods. 

Carolyn also runs the School of Architecture’s Live Projects programme, which involves groups of masters students 
working with community clients to deliver real projects for the benefit of their local area. She is a passionate 
advocate for ‘live’ architectural education and teaches students how to engage with local communities actively and 
creatively on site, often in collaboration with artists. She is also Chair of the national Urban Rooms Network and a 
member of the Advisory Board for ReNew Sheffield.
http://live-works.org/  
http://placealliance.org.uk/working-groups/urban-rooms/

Janet Morris
Chair of Shad Thames Area Management Partnership

Janet has been chair of STAMP (Shad Thames Area Management Partnership) since it began 
in 2013. STAMP is a ground-breaking collaboration between local residents, local businesses 
and Southwark Council to protect, enhance and celebrate the area. Shad Thames was part 
of the London docks which closed in 1972, with its main regeneration happening mid-1980s 
to mid-1990s.  It has since become a desirable riverside residential area with Southwark 
conservation area status, but it continues to face challenges.   

Janet has lived in Shad Thames since 1989 and passionately believes that the local community should drive 
placemaking in the area.  Her own professional background is in international law rather than the built 
environment, and she describes herself as a Shad Thames enthusiast with good local knowledge and a strong local 
network.  As chair of STAMP, she encourages and facilitates residents and businesses (whatever their backgrounds) 
to actively shape the Shad Thames environment in which they live and work.  
http://www.loveshadthames.org/

SPEAKERS’ BIOS
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Sophia de Sousa
Chief Executive of The Glass-House Community Led Design

As Chief Executive at The Glass-House Community Led Design since 2005, Sophia is an 
impassioned champion of design quality and of design processes that empower people and 
organisations and that help communities thrive. Sophia is a leading advocate and enabler of 
community-led, participatory and co-design practice and research. 

She sits on a number of advisory groups and panels including the Historic England Urban Panel and the Civic Voice 
Design Awards, and has extensive experience in delivering hands-on training and support to community groups 
and professionals to enable collaborative placemaking.   
http://www.theglasshouse.org.uk/

Lewis Biggs
Chairman of the Institute for Public Art

Lewis is an independent curator (Folkestone Triennial 2014 & 2017, Aichi Triennale 2013) and 
Professor of Public Art at Shanghai University (since 2011). He was Director of Tate Liverpool 
(1990-2000) and Founding Director of Liverpool Biennial (2000-2011). 

The success of the 2002 Biennial contributed to Liverpool winning its (2003) bid to be 
nominated European Capital of Culture 2008. Lewis played an active role in the 

formation and leadership of Liverpool Art and Regeneration Consortium, which delivered the majority of the City’s 
arts programmes in 2008, and of Culture Campus, which created links between the arts sector and three Liverpool 
universities. 

Lewis’ interests now focus on art development and art led urbanism - the ability of artists to initiate change in the 
(urban or rural) environment through engaging the imagination of a community.
http://www.folkestonetriennial.org.uk/

Diane Dever
Founder and director of Folkestone Fringe

The Folkestone Fringe is an artist development agency that programmes art, architecture, 
performance and sound. She works in the context of arts led regeneration, creating 
situations for people to connect to, and have agency in, placemaking and urban change. 

Diane is also curator of the Folkestone Harbour Arm (2015), a former ferry port and train 
station, which has been transformed into new social space, for townspeople and visitors alike, 

from all walks of life. The project successfully highlights the importance of good public realm as a physical, cultural 
and economic connector.
http://www.folkestonefringe.com/
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Claire Tymon
Director at Placeshakers

Claire is a creative entrepreneur who initiates and delivers creative urban projects, 
embedding co-design and participation at the heart of her practice. She introduces an 
extensive network of community groups, creative practitioners, policy makers and local 
organisations to makers, artists and students and works directly with them to engage these 
partners creatively in urban processes and project development. 

In 2013, Claire initiated Blackburn is Open, a creative-led regeneration programme on behalf of Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough Council. It was part of this programme Claire delivered the UK’s first Urban Room, a series of 
curated month-long events. https://blackburnisopen.co.uk
http://www.placeshakers.co.uk/
https://blackburnisopen.co.uk/

Amy Harrison
Head of Learning & Participation at The Architecture Centre

Amy started her professional career as a passionate and dynamic class teacher in a 
challenging inner city primary school. She then joined the Architecture Centre (a cultural 
education charity) where she evolved from being Education Officer, working on a number of 
CABE regional projects, to become the Head of Learning and Participation. 

Amy is a passionate and experienced educator in the cultural sector, responsible for delivering a diverse place-
based programme with and for children, young people, schools, families and communities. She champions the 
involvement of all citizens, especially children and young people, in the development of the places and spaces 
which affect their lives. 

Amy is a qualified teacher, school governor, trustee of a community development charity, Arts Award Advisor and 
co-founder of the Bristol Child Friendly City Initiative. 
https://www.architecturecentre.org.uk/

Kate Percival
Founding Director of 22 Sheds 

Kate Percival, Sara Cooper and Lowri Bond are the founding Directors of 22 Sheds, a 
community interest organisation that works with people to generate ideas and deliver action 
in making places in the North East of England. 

Their practice focuses on engaging people in their place, supporting communities to 
respond to their place and processes of change, turning people’s ideas into actions that 

benefit their community, influencing change and MAKING their place. They use creative, strategic and innovative 
tools to make this happen.
https://www.22sheds.com/
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URBAN ROOMS FAIR
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DELEGATES LIST

THE BIG MEET7 
Engaging Communities in Place-Making 

25 April 2017 

Hosted at UCL, kindly sponsored by Frame Projects, organised with the help and support of the Urban 
Rooms Network 
 

 
 
  Keynote Speakers and Contributors 
Carolyn Butterworth University of Sheffield / Place Alliance Urban Rooms Working Group 
Claire  Tymon Placeshakers / Place Alliance Urban Rooms Working Group 
Amy  Harrison The Architecture Centre/ Place Alliance Education & Place Working Group 
Kate  Percival 22 Sheds / Place Alliance Education & Place Working Group 
Adele Grover Spacehive 
Amelie Deschenes Spacehive 
Deborah  Denner Frame Projects  
Diane  Dever Folkestone Fringe 
Janet  Morris STAMP (Shad Thames Area Management Partnership) 
Lowri Bond 22 Sheds 
Leo Care University of Sheffield 
Lewis  Biggs Institute for Public Art 
Lian  Tee University of Sheffield 
Sara Duncan Church St Community Forum 
Sophia  de Sousa The Glass-House Community Led Design 
Tessy  Britton Participatory City 

 
  Place Alliance  
Matthew Carmona UCL/Place Alliance  
Valentina Giordano UCL/Place Alliance  
Wendy Clarke UCL/Place Alliance  
Clare Buddle Planning Matters /Place Alliance  
Peter Karpinski Place Alliance Management Team, formerly DCMS 
Lucy Natarajan UCL/Place Alliance  

 
Delegates Organization 

Adam Dyer Cheltenham Borough Council 
Amy Butt Involve Architecture 
Anda Narita TfL 
Andrew Gill Parks for London 
Andy Von Bradsky DCLG 
Anthony May The Young Foundation 
Ben Kochan Freelance editor 
Brian Shindler  
Britta Stoehr London Borough of Waltham Forest 
Burkhard Musselmann Stantec 
Celia Sandars Farnham PLACE Group 
Cian Bryan Planning Futures 
Claire Mansfield NLGN 
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THE BIG MEET7: Engaging Communities in Place-Making -  25 April 2017   

 
Clare Birks Old Bermondsey Neighbourhood Planning Forum 
Colin Haylock Haylock Planning and Design 
Colin Bannon Brent Council 
Dave Chetwyn Urban Vision Enterprise CIC 
Dave Lunn Riverside Community Association Limited 
David Rudlun Academy of Urbanism 
David McDonald IHBC 
David Williams Community Sports Trust 
David Tannahill Catalyst Housing Ltd & Friends of Thornbury Park 
David Barrie David Barrie 
Deb Upadhyaya Homes and Communities Agency 
Deborah Alexandra Efemini LB Lewisham 
Efstathia Kostopoulou Bartlett, UCL 
Elise Lim Project Centre 
Elizabeth Motley Integreat Plus 
Ella Hashemi The Orchard Project 
Emma Beswick Community Sports Trust 
Erica Roffe BedPop/the Bedford Clanger 
Esther Kurland Urban Design London 
Francesca Pacifico Bechtel 
Gemma Drake Future of London 
Genevieve Nwaogbe Mandarin Consulting 
Georgia Butina Watson Oxford Brookes University 
Giacomo Magnani BuroHappold Engineering 
Graeme Moore  
Helen Walker University of Brighton 
Helen Allen CAE 
Ian Green Oxford Civic Society 
Ian Thompson Dialogue by Design 
James Arnold North East Derbyshire DC 
Jamie Nayar Project Centre Ltd 
Jane Grenville York Civic Trust 
Jean Lancaster Kingston Resident Alliance 
Jess Hopkins WYG 
Jo Wilson Future of London 
John Worthington MBE Academy of Urbanism 
John Bothamley John Bothamley 
John Edwards The Conservation Volunteers 
John Pulford MBE LBTH 
Jon Morgan Theatres Trust 
Jonathan Schifferes The RSA 
Julia Maia Bankside Open Spaces Trust 
Julia Crofts BedPop 
Julie Crawford JTP 
Kate Sheldon Trees for Cities 
Kate Watson Beam 
Kate Beeching Clarion Housing Group 
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Katerina Alexiou The Open University 
Katherine Igoe-Ewer The Yard Theatre 
Kathryn Firth FPdesign 
Katia Attuyer UCL 
Katy Hawkins Freelance 
Keith Johnson Action East Devon 
Khalifa Abubakar Broadway Malyan 
Lewis Biggs Freelance 
Lorraine Farrelly University of Reading 
Madhini Prathaban Sba 
Manuel Rivera Student 
Mar Lluch Salvador Iceni Projects 
Marianna Gardener University of Portsmouth 
Marina Milosev Westminster City Council 
Mark Robinson Sustrans 
Max Farrell Farrells 
Maurizio Marinelli Institute for Global Prosperity 
Maysa Phares Farrells 
Michael Southall Consultant 
Miguel Hincapié UCL 
Mohamed Sadek University of Greenwich 
Monika Szopinska-Mularz University of Portsmouth 
Mura Quigley Ulster University 
Nathan Culkin Community Sports Trust 
Nathan Ardaiz AzuKo 
Nicholas Bennett London Borough of Bromley 
Nicholas Ardill University of Portsmouth 
Nicola Murphy-Evans Greater London Authority 
Oliver Emary Project Centre Ltd 
Oluwaseun Soyemi Heritage Lottery Fund 
Owain Jones London Borough of Lambeth 
Pablo Sendra UCL 
Patricia Nimo University of Derby 
Peter Dawson Place Services 
Phillippa Banister Sustrans 
Rachael Donovan Hertfordshire County Council 
Rachael Cox Witteveen+Bos UK Ltd 
Rajendra Menaria Self-Employed 
Richard Motley Integreat Plus 
Richard  Simmons UCL 
Richard Truscott Haringey Council 
Rob Cowan UDS 
Robin Nicholson Cullinan Studio 
Rosalie Callway University of Reading 
Ruth Hynes Atkins 
Sabine Coady Schaebitz Coventry University 
Sally Scantelbury BOST 
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THE BIG MEET7: Engaging Communities in Place-Making -  25 April 2017   

 
Samuel Jenkins British Property Federation 
Sara Crofts Heritage Lottery Fund 
Sara Cooper 22 Sheds CIC 
Sarah Bissett Scott Anglia Ruskin University 
Sarah Sinnott Catch22 
Sarah Wickens Phoenix Community Housing 
Shirley Hanazawa Retired. Wards corner community coalition; Our Tottenham 
Sookyoung Im Project Centre 
Sophie Ingham Clark Your Shout 
Stefano Scarano projectcentre 
Stephen Butters CPRE London 
Steve Chambers Living Streets 
Steven Boxall Regeneration X 
Steven Bee Steven Bee Urban Counsel 
Sue Foster Lambeth Council 
Tania Ruthven Tania Ruthven Landscape Architect 
Thomas Weaver Southwark Council 
Timothy Clapcott Civic Spaces 
Tony Hall Anglia Ruskin University 
Tony Lancaster Kingston Residents' Alliance 
Tony May Young Foundation 
Van Pham Goldsmiths University of London 
Vanessa Celosse University of Greenwich 
Vincent Goodstadt  
Vivienne Reiss Arts Consultant 
Zoe Spiliopoulou Sustrans 
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Place Alliance is a movement for place quality. It is founded on the idea that through collaboration 
and better communication we can establish a culture whereby the quality of place becomes an 
everyday national and local priority. Place Alliance is open to all and brings together organisations 
and individuals who share the belief that the quality of our built environment has a profound 
influence on people’s lives.

The success of Place Alliance depends on the support of its supporters and volunteers. We welcome 
all organisations and local groups as well as individuals, town and parish councils, local authorities 
and businesses as members and supporters of Place Alliance.    

Get Involved!

Join Us 
Become a Core Supporter, join an existing Working Group, or suggest another 
group or initiative by emailing your ideas to us. Just complete the Supporter 
Form in your Welcome Pack, and hand it back to our Place Alliance Team today or 
fill in the online form at http://bit.ly/JoinPlaceAlliance

Donate
Place Alliance is an independent not-for-profit movement. We operate on a 
tight budget and rely on sponsorship and the generosity of our supporters. 
For those who wish to make a donation to help grow Place Alliance network 
visit our website or Donate Now at http://bitly.com/PlaceAlliance-donate

Volunteer
If you want to help Place Alliance email us at placealliance@ucl.ac.uk 
There is plenty going on – from managing our supporters list and organising 
meetings and events, to keeping the website up to date and researching for 
new initiatives. 

Follow Us
Join our social networks including Twitter @PlaceAllianceUK , Facebook, 
LinkedIn and explore our website at www.placealliance.org


